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Abstract 
The most important component of the economics of any country is the segment of a real estate. Light Detection and Ranging 
(LiDAR) is the modern remote sensing method how to scan the geospatial surface, it is a good platform for the monitoring of the 
real estate; but LiDAR data are 3D point cloud, which must be classified and transformed into vector data like shape files before 
using them in the geographical information systems (GIS) to solve urban planning and monitoring problems. The document 
describes the energy minimization approach how to detect and recognize buildings in LiDAR point cloud. 
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1. Introduction 
The most important component of the economics of any country is the segment of a real estate - land and 
buildings. Considering the permanent acceleration of the development of economic processes, the modern demand 
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arises for actual and credible information, which must be got as soon as possible to qualitatively perform planning 
and monitoring tasks.  
At present the fastest changes concern building information, therefore the updating of information by present 
procedures and data flows is not sufficient. Accordingly new data sources and processing methods must be 
developed to improve the information capture process. The modern remote sensing technologies provide a fast data 
collection about some region using airborne vehicles and satellites, but the collected information must be classified 
and translated into the operational data format to be convenient for monitoring and planning tasks. As a result, there 
must be some system, which provides the recognition and interpretation of sensed data. 
The article proposes the method of the building recognition, which is based on the energy minimization approach 
using LiDAR point cloud as raw data. 
2. Land administration and demand for reliable building information 
The modern land administration deals with the processes whereby the physical resources of a land, including 
buildings and constructions, are put to good an effect. It covers all activities, which are concerned with the 
management of these physical resources including farming, a mineral extraction, a property and estate management, 
and the physical planning of towns and countryside. It includes the implementation of land-use policies and the 
monitoring of the activities, which affect a good land use1. 
The main source of information on the lands and buildings for the land administration in Latvia is the State 
Information System of the real property cadastre (hereinafter – cadastre). The cadastre provides the registration and 
updating of data of the real properties and their components: land parcels and buildings. Cadastral data are 
indispensable in the different processes2: A real estate tax administration; The registration of property rights in the 
Land Register; The spatial planning of an economical development, a territory and environmental protection etc. 
All groups of data users need actual information to perform their activities3. Building data are the most 
problematic to keep them in up-to-dated and reliable state due to several reasons: 
x The reconstruction of buildings without the registration of results; 
x The registration of incomplete buildings is optional process; 
x The destruction of buildings without the registration of results. 
Current building data flows are based on the individual cases of a construction, which is initiated by the owner. 
The analysis of the building data actuality shows the incapability of existing data flows to cover all buildings and to 
keep all data actual4.  It means that there is a need for new data flows on a regular and massive basis to meet new 
user requirements. 
3. Technological solutions - remote sensing 
Increasing demand on current data stream, which can ensure the land administration activities in accordance with 
the modern requirements and the functioning of stable periodic information recovery mode, implies a need for new 
solutions.  
This situation causes two questions: “What methods can be applied?” and “How can we obtain reliable 
information, when the existing methods are not usable?” The easiest option is the extensive methods of the 
increasing amount of supervising staff for field survey and setting additional requirements for business and a 
property owner in the preparation and presentation of information increasing the intensity of the administrative 
requirements, but it strongly increases the cost of the red tape and establishes the more expensive process for a land 
administration and a construction sector. On the other hand, the technological progress provides an ability to choose 
the more modern solution to the problem. The solution may be the use of the technological solutions, which are 
called “Remote Sensing” and “Photogrammetry”.  
Their definitions at different times and from different points of view: 
x Remote Sensing is the science of gathering data on an object or area from a considerable distance, as with radar or 
infrared photography, to observe the earth or a heavenly body5. Another definition is „Collecting and interpreting 
information about the environment and the surface of the earth from a distance, primarily by sensing radiation 
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that is naturally emitted or reflected by the earth's surface or from the atmosphere, or by sensing signals 
transmitted from a device and reflected back to it. The examples of remote sensing methods are aerial 
photography, radar and satellite imaging;”6 
x Photogrammetry is the process of making measurements from photographs, used especially the construction of 
maps from aerial photographs and also in military intelligence, medical and industrial research, etc.7 The simpler 
definition is “Photogrammetry is the science of making measurements from photographs.”8  
The output of photogrammetry is typically a map, drawing, measurement, or a 3D model of some real-world 
object or scene. Many of the maps we use today are created with photogrammetry and photographs taken from 
aircraft9. The classic remote sensing and photogrammetric technology provide an aerial photography or a satellite-
picture (a photo picture) as well as various land surface scanners in the sense of obtaining information on the earth's 
surface objects: their identification, mathematical parameters, a mutual status and interaction indicators. Remote 
sensing allows the huge data acquisition of a large area with the significantly smaller number of specialists taking 
the relatively short period of time, which satisfies the modern demand of the land administration and cadastre. As a 
result, the topicality of information is directly associated with the particular territory of the aerial photography or 
with the  frequency of aero laser scanning and the work amount of land survey specialists is negligible, and owners, 
whose property data is updated, are not bothered. The maintenance of cadastral data requires identifying changes, to 
register new objects and to update the parameters of old records, because the basic information already exists. 
The most appropriate framework is aero laser scanning to detect changes of the earth surface. This LiDAR data 
provides 3D model of the earth surface, which can be compared with the existing information to detect changes 
organizing the automated update of cadastral information processing huge data amount. Such system may radically 
reduce monotone work in the comparison with classic approaches, which solve the problem simply increasing the 
number of specialists. A similar result can be obtained, if the source is aerial photography, but aerial photography 
have the visibility restrictions, because trees and shrubs hide the objects under them, as a result, it is the lost of 
information in the photo scenes, but laser scanners can provide also information under high vegetation. However it is 
not reasonable to exclude the usage of aerial photography images, because the system can use the different sources 
of information organizing the synergy to increase the level of a confidence from the point of view of a final result 
and error probability exclusion. 
Of course, LiDAR provides 3D model of surface, but photo images and spectrum images provide the intensity 
records sensed by remote sensing and photogrammetry processes, which are also important information for object 
identification. It must be considered, that such analysis to obtain complete and high-quality information about 
buildings and the parameters of constructions is the complex process with the significantly huge number of 
mathematical parameters, which must be used to describe detected objects. As a consequence, the results are 
significantly lower, because an objective risk of error increases, but the accuracy decreases. It is belief, that such 
methods are more directly applicable to the manual, manmade operational performance. 
Taking into account the research resources and time limitations of this study, the proposed method applies the 
most effective and easy usable technology at the current moment, which is called LiDAR, to automate the building 
extraction for cadastral needs. But spectral information has the considerable potential for future survey and for 
analysis machine improvement that means that there are new possibilities in the automated recognition, in a 
development and in an implementation. The gradual addition of modules into the initial or later stage of automated 
or semi-automated control system provides the evolutionary approach to develop the automated, full-fledged, 
independent and precise system of the information extraction and analyzing. 
4. Processing of remote sensing data 
The remote sensing records the state of environment in some moment of time, therefore the result image contains 
plenty different objects, which are mixed together and organize a common composition describing the current 
situation. As a result, these objects must be detected and classified, before the remote sensing data can be practically 
used for the monitoring and planning needs. Object recognition is the complex intellectual process, therefore the 
classification of geospatial data is a strongly time-consuming process, which should be automated by the artificial 
intellectual system (AI system). 
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The object recognition is an ability to identify some specific object among other possible objects. All use cases of 
object recognition can be grouped into two general tasks10: manipulations with objects and the categorization of 
objects (labeling). The building recognition using LiDAR data is the case of the categorization problem. The AI 
systems can use the attributes of an element (surface-based) and the spatial relations of an element with other 
elements (edge-based) to execute the object recognition11, 12. The classical solution of the surface-based AI systems 
is the artificial neural-networks13. The AI systems with the shape-matching algorithms can be the example of the 
edge-based solution14. The elementary unit of a point cloud is a point, which is described using 3D coordinates and 
other attributes like intesity and the number of return. Despite of intensity, all attributes of the point represent the 
spatial characteristics. The full list of the point parameters can be found in the LAS specification15. The coloured 
points are ignored in this case, because they are the result of LiDAR and RGB image synthesis. As a result, it is 
possible to conclude that the edge-based AI system is the most appropriate for LiDAR data to execute the object 
recognition tasks. The main challenge for the artificial object recognition system is the huge variance of objects and 
their occurrence together with other objects in one scene, which is called "natural" image problem10, 16. The 
geospatial images are the case of the natural image. There is the list of the variances, which are related with 
buildings: size variance, location variance and shape variance. 
4.1. Basic principles 
The context of a target makes the object recognition process harder, because it increases the variance of images, 
however the context can help to detect objects. The context has the positive effects in multiple levels17: 
x Semantic: some objects have higher probability to be together and some parts of objects can be more easily 
identified; 
x Spatial location: the location of two joined objects can be strictly predefined. 
The first principle can be formulated as the next rule: The elements of an image must be filtered into excess 
information and into attention points. The second principle is based on a spatial distance among elements, where the 
word “spatial” is not necessary related with the physical distance between two elements; it can be used in abstract 
meaning. The examples of this paradigm can be Tobler's 1st law of the geography18 and six degrees of separation19: A 
target is located near attention points with some probability organizing a tight cluster called object, which is located 
into the maximal distance from other objects. In other words, the elements, which belong to one object, must be 
strongly connected, but the elements of the different objects must have weak relations, where the stability of 
relations is expressed as the energy: the greater distance (contrast) is between two elements, the smaller energy must 
be applied to break this relation. It can be reformulated as the rule that clusters must be divided considering the 
minimal energy principle. 
4.2. Methodology 
The combination of the context-cueing and the energy minimization principles organizes the saliency-based 
approach, where the central idea of a visual saliency is the contrast and the similarity among the entities like a 
luminance, edges, lines, colours, complex shapes and motions20. 
The principal schema of the methodology is depicted in Fig.1. The energy minimization plays the central role of 
the methodology; therefore it is called the energy minimization approach. The methodology consists from seven 
parts: 
x Image is the most critical part, because it defines the space of a problem and it influences into all next parts. 
There are two things, which must be defined in this step: it is the object perception method and the format of an 
image. If the image is geospatial data, there are two parameters, which define the image perception: it is the type 
of a sensor and the type of its platform. There are many different methods of the remote sensing: a photometry, a 
spectrometry, LiDAR, IfSAR; and three types of platforms: airborne (from above), ground (from side) and a 
mixed type. All these combinations create the different points of view for the AI system determining the next 
complexity of a problem. The image format is only the format of information encoding. For example, a colour 
can be encoded using the next colour formats: RGB, YCbCr or YIQ13; 
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x Preprocessing is related with two operations: with filtering and with data transformation. The goal of the filter is 
to remove a noise, but the examples of the transformation can be a splitting, a smoothing, normalization, a feature 
selection or a feature extraction; 
x Attention points allocation creates the different viewpoints into the image depending on a searching goal and a 
classification system. The attention points are strongly correlated with the concept of a contrast, where the 
contrast can be expressed as the difference between two elements or as the typical element-member of some 
class. The allocation of attention points can be organized using the different variations of object (feature) 
recognition and the logical reasoning methods; 
x Clustering using minimal energy is the most important point of this methodology. According to the second 
principle, the clusters (objects) must be detached using the minimal amount of energy. The algorithms, which 
fulfil the second principle, are called min-cut segmentation. According to Ford-Fulkerson theorem, the min-cut 
problem can be solved by the max-flow algorithms21, 22, therefore the algorithms are sometimes called min-
cut/max-flow algorithms; 
x Cluster recognition: when the boarders of the object are found, the object recognition algorithm can be applied. 
There can be used the surface-based and the edge-based algorithms; 
x Postprocessing is the operations, which must be done before to present and to save the result of object 
recognition process. For example, the vectorization is the most common postprocessing operation in the case of 
geospatial data recognition, because the vector data provide the geospatial queries and measurements, which are 
applied in the geospatial analysis. 
The energy minimization approach described in Fig.1 has the waterfall model; practically it can be organized as 
the spiral model sending clusters into the object recognition block. 
4.3. Building recognition method 
Image: the proposed method (see Fig. 1) uses multireturn topographic LiDAR point cloud, which is captured by 
the airborne vehicle. As a result, the provided image has the specific features, which must be considered in the 
recognition process: 
x LiDAR systems are laser-based altimeters23, therefore the scanning process from an airborne vehicle provides 
shadows (missed surface) near the walls of buildings, but the visibility of walls depends on the height of 
buildings and the angle of a scanning beam; 
x There are two types of LiDAR systems: topographic and bathymetric23. The topographic LiDAR systems don't 
have the reflection of a signal in the case of deep water surfaces; 
x Vegetation has the high echo ratio (ER)24, which is calculated by the formula (1): 
ܧܴሾΨሿ ൌ ௡೑೔ೝೞ೟ା௡೔೙೟೐ೝ೘೐೏೔ೌ೟೐௡೗ೌೞ೟ା௡ೞ೔೙೒೗೐ ή ͳͲͲΨ.      (1) 
Preprocessing: the point cloud is 3D image; therefore it must be transformed into 2D raster image to apply 2D 
edge-detection and segmentation methods. The transformation into 2D image is organized by the projection into 2D 
grid25. The main step of the projection is to select a correct point to define the high of a pixel. There are three types: 
x MIN – the point of the minimal high is selected. If the cell contains the part of a roof and the ground, the ground 
has the priority; 
x MAX – the point of the maximal high is selected. If the cell contains a tree and a roof, the higher object has the 
priority; 
x MAX-MIN – the single points and the points of the last return are selected, then the highest point is selected from 
the picked out points. This method filters the points, which belong to a tree with the high probability, according 
to ER. 
Attention points allocation: the main feature of the man-made constructions is the regular shapes. For example, 
buildings have perpendicular walls to the ground organizing the edge between two planes: the ground and a roof. So 
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typical jump for buildings organizes the good framework of the attention points allocation. The mean height of a 
human can be selected to define the bias of this jump. According to the source26, the mean height for the females is 
162.1 cm. and it is 175.9 cm. for the males, these data can be used to define the base of the bias regulation using the 
slope method. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Building recognition method as realization of energy minimization approach. 
Clustering using minimal energy: the min-cut/max-flow algorithms label all pixels into two groups: an object and 
a background, but they have pre-processing conditions: seeds and a distance metric22. The seeds are particularly 
remarkable points (pixels), which belong to an object or a background. Using these seeds, min-cut/max-flow 
algorithms segment an image finding the boarders, which are the pixels with the maximal distance or the pixels with 
the minimal power of a relationship. The places of the slope are used as the seeds in the proposed method: the top 
pixel belongs to the class of buildings (object), but the bottom pixel belongs to the segment of the ground 
(background). The point cloud is simply the collection of the coordinates of points, so the power of the relations 
among the points is inversely proportional to the distance among them. The proposed metric is the function (2): 
ܧሺݖଵǡ ݖଶሻ ൌ ଵο௭  ,    (2) 
where E(z1, z2) is the power of the relation between the adjacent pixels p1 and p2, the pixel is the set of 3D 
coordinates: P:{x, y, z}, where z is the height defined by Max-Min projection in the pre-processing step. 
According to Ford-Fulkerson theorem, the min-cut problem can be solved by the max-flow algorithms21, 22. There 
are many different algorithms of the max flow search, but the most of them belong to one of the following groups: 
Goldberg-Tarjan style “push-relabel” methods and the algorithms based on Ford-Fulkerson style “augmenting 
path”22. The applied method in this study is Dinic's algorithm, which belongs to the style “augmenting path”. Dinic's 
algorithm is based on three steps: The search of the shortest path; The push of a flow through the shortest path; The 
construction of the residual graph. Cluster recognition: the attention points provided by the slope method and Min-
Max projection can belong to the stem of a tree or to a tight bush. The filtering by the area of the segment can 
exclude the noise like trees and bushes, in other words all segments of object are classified into two groups: 
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“building” and “non-building”. But practically the filtering by the area can be executed by the geospatial queries 
using the geographical information systems. As a consequence, the filtering by the area can be replaced after the 
vectorization process and can be associated with the postprocessing. 
Postprocessing: GIS primarily work with the vector data format, because the vector data provides the plenty 
useful operations for the geospatial analysis: 
x The vector data are discrete data, therefore it is possible to add the individual description to each element (to each 
building in this study); 
x The vector data provide the possibility to use the geospatial queries: the sorting by some parameter,  the 
measurement of the distance between two objects, the logical operations and the search of intersections; 
x It is possible to do the geospatial measurement (to automatically find the area and perimeter of buildings); 
x The complex operations like the buffer zone allocation and the search of the shortest/optimal path. 
The Max-Min projection transforms 3D point cloud into 2D grid, in other word – into the raster format. The 
process of the data transformation from the raster format to the vector format is called vectorization. There are four 
most common contour tracing algorithms27: The square tracing algorithm; Moore-neighbour tracing; Pavlidi's 
algorithm; The radial sweep algorithm. 
5. Method evaluation 
The building recognition method based on the energy minimization approach is evaluated using LiDAR sample 
of 1 km.2 region, where the area of the buildings is 3%. The results are compared with the vector layer of the 
buildings, which is manually created using the orthophoto and the 2D projection as the background. There are three 
parameters, which describe the efficiency of the method (3), (4), (5): 
ܤሾΨሿ ൌ ௗ௘௧௘௖௧௘ௗ௕௨௜௟ௗ௜௡௚௦ᇲ௔௥௘௔௧௢௧௔௟௕௨௜௟ௗ௜௡௚௦ᇲ௔௥௘௔   (3) 
ܶሾΨሿ ൌ ௖௢௥௥௘௖௧௟௬௖௟௔௦௦௜௙௜௘ௗ௣௜௫௘௟௦௧௢௧௔௟௣௜௫௘௟௦   (4) 
݇ ൌ ேσ ௫೔೔ିσ ሺ௫೔శή௫శ೔ሻೝ೔సభೝ೔సభேమିσ ሺ௫೔శή௫శ೔ሻೝ೔సభ   (5) 
where k is Cohen's Kappa coefficient, r indicates the number of the rows in the error matrix (the headers of the 
columns and rows are categories, the rows indicate the result of a classification, the columns – a waiting result), xii – 
the number of observations in the row i and in the column i, xi+ - the sum of the i-th row observations,  x+i – the sum 
of the i-th column observations, N – the number of elements28. 
 
The parameters used in the experiment: 
x Transformation into 2D: Max-Min method, the resolution of a pixel = 1x1 m.2; 
x Slope method: bias = 1.8 m.; 
x Max-flow/min-cut segmentation: Dinic's algorithm, the distance formula is (2), 4 neighbours' path; 
x Filtering by area: spatial query = “area > 16 m.2”. 
The result of the experiment (see Fig. 2): 
x The correctly detected parts of the buildings:  B[%] = 83%; 
x The correctly classified pixels: T[%] = 98%; 
x The Cohen's Kappa coefficient: 0.76. 
The manual review has showed that the method classifies the robust set of trees and hedgerows as the buildings 
that can be explained by two factors: a trunk and its branches give the last return, which cannot be filtered by Max-
Min method, but the high density of many objects cannot be filtered by the size of area. The undetected parts of the 
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buildings belong to the border of the roofs that is caused by the error of the pixel resolution. The additional error is 
caused by towers (multilayer constructions), which organize the halo of the pseudo-ground around them (Slope 
method). 
 
Fig. 2. The piece of the sample: the left image represents the raw LiDAR data (the view from top); the right image is the result of the recognition, 
where the dark parts represent the undetected parts of the buildings. 
6. Conclusion 
The energy minimization approach can be applied to solve the object recognition problem using the natural 
images that is proved by the experiment of the building recognition method, which is based on the energy 
minimization approach. The raw data of the described method is LiDAR data. The building recognition method has 
showed the classification accuracy, which is equal to 0.76 of Cohen's Kappa coefficient. The correctly classified area 
is equal to 98% and the correctly detected area of the buildings is equal to 83%. It is significant result to conclude, 
that the proposed method and methodology can be applied to satisfy the modern land administration deals like the 
automatic building detection and recognition using the remote sensing data like LiDAR. Organizing the systematic 
monitoring and building recognition process, it is possible to detect the reconstructions, new and destructed 
buildings comparing data of the different periods of time. The described solution is the option without the increasing 
amount of supervising staff for field survey and without setting additional requirements for a business and a property 
owner to provide regular monitoring for a land administration and a construction sector. The proposed method 
provides the solution, which improves the information capture process calling the chain reaction of the 
improvements of all economic processes, which use the cadastral data. 
There are three directions of the method improvement: the increase of the accuracy, the processing time decrease 
and new use case discovery: 
x Accuracy: the next study can be dedicated to remove the transformation of the point cloud into 2D image to get 
the higher precision excluding the error of the pixel resolution and leaving the full information about the 
recognizable image; 
x Processing time: Dinic's algorithm was used in the experiment. There are many different other min-cut/max-flow 
algorithms, for example, the push-relabel algorithm and its modifications, where some of these algorithms 
support the parallelization; 
x New use case: only the horizontal dimension was discovered in the experiment (the projected area of the 
buildings), but it is possible to monitor the changes in the vertical dimension too. 
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